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WEAKLY ALMOST PERIODIC ELEMENTS IN 7oo(G)
OF A LOCALLY COMPACT GROUP

ANTHONY TO-MING LAU AND JAMES C. S. WONG

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let G be a locally compact abelian group with dual group G acting

on Loo(G) by pointwise multiplication. We show that if Loc(G) contains a

nonzero element / such that 0(f) = {x • f: X € G} is relatively compact in

the weak (or norm) topology of Loo(G), then G is discrete. In this case 0(f)

is relatively compact in the weak or norm topology of Loo(G) if and only if f

vanishes at infinity. A related result when G acts on the von Neumann algebra

VN(G) is also determined.

1.  INTRODUCTION

Let G be a locally compact abelian group and G be its dual group. Then G

acts naturally on L^G) by pointwise multiplication. Let B(G) be the Fourier

Stieltjes algebra of G. Then 7(G) is a subalgebra of L^G) invariant under

the action of G. A well-known result of R. R. Goldberg and B. A. Simon [7,

Theorem B] implies that if / G 7(G), then / vanishes at infinity if and only

if \\X • / _ /Hoc —* 0 as x —* 1 • In this paper we prove, among other things,

that if 7oo(G) contains a nonzero element / such that 0(f) = {/•/:/€(;}

is relatively compact in the weak topology of L^G), then G is discrete. In

this case O(f) is relatively compact in the weak (or norm) topology of 7oo(G)

if and only if / vanishes at infinity. A related result is also obtained when

G acts on the von Neumann algebra VN(G) generated by left translations on

72(G).

2.   PRELIMINARIES AND SOME NOTATIONS

Let G be a locally compact group (not necessarily abelian) with left Haar

measure k, N(G) the closed subspace of BM(G) consisting of all locally null

functions on G, and 7oo(G), the quotient Banach space BM(G)/N(G) with

the quotient norm || • ||Ä  (i.e. the essential sup norm). Given / g BM(G),
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/ will denote its equivalence class in L^G). When there is no confusion, we

shall write / instead of /.

Let 7,(G) denote the Banach space of integrable complex-valued functions

cp on G with 7,-norm H^l^ = J \cp(s)\dk(s) and let PX(G) denote all cp g

LX(G) such that ||^||, = 1 and cp > 0. If cp g 7,(G) and /e 7oo(G), then

the function (cp*f)(s) = / cp(t)f(t~ s) dk(t) defined for each s G G is bounded

and right uniformly continuous (see [9, p. 295]). Also, for a G G, let ö(a)

denote the point evaluation functional on CB(G) defined by S(a)(f) - f(a),

feCB(G).
If A is a subset of a locally convex space 7 with topology t , then the convex

hull of A will be denoted by coA and the r-closed convex hull of A in 7 will

be denoted by tco(A) or W(A) (when there is no confusion). The T-closure

of A will be written as xA   .

A left Banach G-module X is a Banach space X which is a left G-module

such that

(i) e • x = x for all x G X, where e is the identity of G.

(ii)  \\s ■ x\\ < \\x\\ for all x G X and s gG .

(iii) For all x G X, the map s —► s • x is continuous from G into X.

In this case, we can define for each f G X*, s G G, the element f ■ s G X*

by

(f-s,x) = (f,s-x),       xgX.

Define also (f ■ p,x) - f{f,s • x)dp(s), p g M (G), f G X*, x G X, where
M (G) is the space of (complex, bounded) Radon measures on G. Then f-p G

X*, f-p = f-s if p = ô(s) and (f-px)-p2 = f-(px*p2) for px , p2 gM(G).

The following lemma can be proved by elementary arguments similar to that

of Lemma 2 in [14, p. 151]; we safely omit the details.

Lemma 2.1. Let G be a locally compact group and X be a left Banach G-

module. If f G X*, then w*cô~{f -s: s G G} = w* {f ■ <p : cp G P^G)}   .

Corollary 2.2. Let G be a locally compact group and X be a left Banach G-

module. Let f G X* be such that {f • s: s G G} is relatively compact in

the weak topology of X* ;   then there exists a sequence cpn G PX(G) such that

II/-/-PJ-0.

Proof. Let K = cd~{f-s: s G G} (norm or weak closed convex hull). Since (K,

weak) is compact and (K , weak*) is Hausdorff, the weak and weak* topologies

agree on K. By Lemma 2.1, K = w*{f-cp: cp g Px(G)}   = {f-cp: cp g Px(G)}

(weak or norm closure). Since / G K , the conclusion follows.   □

Remark. Since 7j(G) has a bounded approximate identity, an application of

Cohen's Factorization theorem implies that if f G X* and {/ • s: s G G} is

relatively compact in the weak topology of X*, then / = h-cp for some h G X*

and cp G 7, (G). However, this will not be needed in our applications.
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Corollary 2.3. Let G be a compact group and X be a left Banach G-module.

Let f G X*. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) {f - s: s G G} is relatively compact in the weak topology of X*.

(b) {f - s : s G G} is relatively compact in the norm topology of X*.

(c) There exists a sequence cpn g PX(G) such that \\f - f • <p„\\ -»0.

(d) The map s —> / • s from G into (X* ,\\ ||) is continuous.

Proof. This follows from Corollary 2.2 and the observation that if h = f ■ cp ,

cp G PX(G), then the mapping 5 —> h ■ s from G into (X*, || ||) is continuous.

G

3. The main theorem

Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Then G acts continuously on

7,(G) by pointwise multiplication. The "dual" of this action of G on 7œ(G) =

7, (G)* is also defined by pointwise multiplication.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. If there exists a nonzero

f G 7oo(G) such that O(f) = {x • f > /eG} is relatively compact in the weak

topology of 7oo(G), then G is discrete. In this case, O(f) is relatively compact

in the weak (or norm) topology of 7oo(G) if and only if f vanishes at infinity.

Proof. Suppose G is nondiscrete. Let p: BM(G) —► BM(G) be a lifting which

commutes with translations (see [11] or [10, p. 348]) and ~p: 7oo(G) —» BM(G)

be defined by p(f) = p(f), f G 7œ(G). Assume that O(f) is relatively

compact in the weak topology of L^G) and / / 0. Since p(x ■ f) = X ■ P(f)

for all x £ G, it follows that {x -p~(f) '■ X £ G} is relatively compact in the weak

topology of BM(G). Let h = p(f). If h(e) = a ^ 0 , where e is the identity of

G, then (x • h)(e) = x(e)h(e) — a for all x € G. Hence k(e) = a for all k in

A = W{x • h: x £ G}. Consider the pointwise, hence weakly continuous, affine

action of G on the weakly compact set A defined by pointwise multiplication.

By the Markov-Kakutani fixed point theorem [5, p. 456], there exists k0 G A

such that x • k0 — kQ for all x € G and k0 ^ 0. Since cöO(f) is weakly

compact, ~p maps cöO(f) onto A. Hence there exists k G 7oo(G) such that

p(k) — kQ . Now if s ^ e , s G G, there exists x € G such that x(s) ^ 1 • But

X(s)k0(s) = k0(s).

Hence k0(s) — 0. So support of k0 — {e}, which has measure zero when G is

not discrete, i.e. kQ = 0. Hence k = 0. Since ||7?(fc)|| = ||Ä:|joo (see [10, p .

348]), it follows that kQ = 0, which is impossible. Hence h(e) = 0.

Finally, for each s G G, consider /?, = p(fs) with hx(e) = p(f)s(e) = h(s),

where fs denotes the translation of / by í . Also, if ^ e G, then

X-fs = [X(s~l)X'f]s-
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Since 0(f) is relatively compact in the weak topology of 7oo(G), and {x(s~ ) :

X G G} is a bounded set, {x(s)x ' /: X € G} = K is relatively compact in the

weak topology of 7oo(G). Hence 0(fs), which is a translate of K, is also

relatively compact in the weak topology of 7oo(G). The above arguments show

that h(s) = hx(e) = 0 V 5 G G. This contradicts the fact that J ¿0. Hence G

must be discrete.

If G is discrete, then G is compact. Since the action of G on LX(G)

(defined by pointwise multiplication) is continuous, Corollary 2.3 applied to

the compact group G implies that 0(f) is relatively compact in the weak (or

norm) topology of L^G) iff Wx-f-fW^ —► 0 as x -* 1 • But this is equivalent

to the assertion that / vanishes at infinity by Theorem 4.4 in [8].   a

4. Nonabelian groups

Let G be a locally compact group and A(G) denote Fourier algebra of G,

i.e. all functions cp on G of the form

cp(x) = (fxh ,k),       xgG,       h,kGL2(G)

where /xh(y) = h(x~ly), y G G. Then A(G) may be identified with the pre-

dual of the von Neumann algebra VN(G) on L2(G) generated by left transla-

tions {/x: x G G) .  A(G) with the norm

\\<p\\ = sup{\cp(T)\:TGVN(G)    and    ||7|| < 1}

and pointwise multiplication is a semisimple commutative Banach algebra with

spectrum G. Furthermore if G is commutative, then A(G) ~ 7(G) and

VN(G) ~ L^G) (see Eymard [6] for more details). It follows from this iden-

tification and Theorem 3.1 that if G is commutative and there is a nonzero

operator 7 G VN(G) such that {fxT: x G G} is relatively compact in the

weak topology of VN(G), then G is compact. We do not know if the cor-

responding result is true for VN(G) for general G. However we have the

following weaker generalization of Theorem 3.1:

Proposition 4.1. Let G be a locally compact group. If there exists a nonzero

operator T g VN(G) such that 0(T) = {/ T: g G G} is relatively compact

in the norm topology of VN(G), then G is compact. In this case, O(T) is

relatively compact in the weak (or norm) topology of VN(G) if and only if T is

in C*(G), the C"-algebra in ¿$(L2(G)) generated by convolution by functions

in LX(G).

Proof. If 7 G VN(G) is a nonzero operator such that {/XT: x G G} is rela-

tively compact in the norm topology of VN(G), let h G L2(G) be such that

T(h) — k f6 0. Then K = cô{/xk: x G G) is a nontrivial compact convex

left invariant subset of 72(G). So by [12, Theorem 4.5], G must be compact.

Also, since left translation acts continuously on A(G), the last statement is a

direct consequence of Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 4.4 of [8].   o
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5. Some additional remarks

Let G be a locally compact group. A function / in BM(G) is almost

periodic if {//: x G G} is relatively compact in the sup norm topology of

BM(G). Corollary 2.2 can be used to obtain an elementary proof of the fol-

lowing well-known result of von Neumann (see [3]).

Proposition 5.1. Let G be a locally compact group and f G BM(G). If f is
almost periodic, then f is continuous on G.

Proof. If / is almost periodic, then {sf: s G G} is relatively compact in the

norm topology of 7oo(G) where (sf)(t) = f(st), t G G. Hence by Corollary

2.2, f — h for some h g CB(G) locally a.e. We must show that f = h . We

may assume without loss of generality, that h = 0. Let ô = \\f\\u/2 > 0. We

shall construct a sequence an in G suchthat \\af-a f\\u > à for any i ^ j. Let

a, G G. Suppose ax, ... ,an have been chosen such that \\a.f —a. f\\u > S for

any i < i / j < n . For each 1 < i < n, let x¡ G G be such that \f(atx¡)\ > 5 .

Choose an+x G G such that f(a xx¡) = 0 for all i — I, ... ,n (this is possible

since the support of / is locally null).   Consequently the sequence  Í   /)  of
Un

translates / cannot have any convergent subsequence. This contradicts the

assumption.   D

Corollary 2.2 can also be applied to give a short proof of the following result

which was proved in Civin and Yood [2] for locally compact abelian groups G

and in Young [16] for all G.

Proposition 5.2. If 7,(G) is Arens regular, then G is finite.

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 5 in [ 15], if 7, (G) is Arens regular, then for

each / g 7œ(G), the set {cp * f: cp G P¡(G)} is relatively compact in the weak

topology of L^G) [4, p. 312]. By Corollary 2.2 (and its proof), 7oo(G) =

C7(G). So G must be discrete. Using Corollary 2.2 again, C7(G) =°W(G),

the space of weakly almost periodic function on G. So G must be compact

([1, p. 68]) and hence finite.     D

Civin and Yood's result [2] can also be extended to the Fourier algebra A(G)

when G is amenable.

Proposition 5.3. Let G be an amenable locally compact group. If A(G) is Arens

regular, then G is finite.

Proof. Since A(G) is commutative, VN(G)* (the second conjugate algebra of

A(G)) is also commutative when A(G) is Arens regular [4, p. 311]. Since G

is amenable, G must be finite by Proposition 3.3 in [13].     D

We do not know if Proposition 5.3 still remains valid when G is nona-

menable.
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